Engaging Our Digital Natives:
http://researchguides.ben.edu/digital-natives

Blog: https://benulibraryinformationliteracy.wordpress.com
Learning Activity Based on “Information Creation as a Process”

1. Choose a recent event (for example – Arab Spring)

2. Find a variety of items based on the event in varying formats
   - Tweet
   - Blog post
   - Newspaper article
   - Infographic
   - Editorial cartoon
   - Magazine article (from a popular journal)
   - Peer-reviewed journal article
   - Documentary film
   - Popular book
   - Children’s book
   - Scholarly book
   - Thesis or dissertation

3. Ask students put items in chronologic order and discuss the purpose of the information and why the specific format was chosen

LibWizard: http://ben.libsurveys.com/Malala-Conversation